Around the Shores of Lake Michigan: A Guide to Historic Sites

This superbly organized guide to the
1,600-mile shoreline of Lake Michigan
describes 182 historical sites and points of
interest. Generously illustrated, it includes
historical sketches, keys to recreation, and
a large fold-out planner map.

Find great deals for Around the Shores of Lake Michigan : A Guide to Historic Sites by Margaret B. Bogue (1985,
Paperback). Shop with confidence on eBay!Around the Shores of Lake Superior: A Guide to Historic Sites Bogue
follows the Lake Superior shoreline clockwise through Minnesota, Ontario, Michigan, andAround the shores of Lake
Superior: a guide to historic sites the Lake Superior shoreline clockwise through Minnesota, Ontario, Michigan, and
Wisconsin, sheAround the shores of Lake Michigan : a guide to historic sites / Margaret Beattie Bogue. Viewability:
Limited (search only) (original from University of Michigan).Around the Shores of Lake Superior: A Guide to Historic
Sites Minnesota, Ontario, Michigan and Wisconsin, this travel guide is easy-to-follow and informative.Then climb 282
stairs to see Oval Beach on Lake Michigan. The Pines Motorlodge Travelers find a cluster of retro-chic 1950-era motor
inns near Saugatucks beaches, restaurants and shops. Hackley and Hume Historic Site Side-by-side Victorian mansions
in Michigan, Michigan Trip Guides, Saugatuck, Holland.Play Centers Sweets & Treats Splashing Around . Gary,
located on the South Shore of Lake Michigan, is the second largest city in Lake County. Gary offers many fascinating
historical sites and entertainment options in Welcome GuideIndiana Magazine of History Around the Shores of Lake
Michigan: A Guide to Historic Sites Margaret Beattie Bogue Book Review Robert M. Taylor, Jr. Indiana On a drive
around this inland sea, youll find vineyards, lighthouses, a famous On the Garden Peninsula, tourists wander through
the ruins and buildings of historic Fayette. Just beyond, the lawn rolled to the shore of Lake Michigan. snottily asked if
we needed someone to guide us there, we drove on.Lake Michigan is home to vast numbers of historical lighthouses
around its entire coast. Enjoy WMTAs Lake Michigan lighthouse map & circle tour guidebook. Along the way, find
more than 100 lighthouses, countless islands, unique attractions, parks and natural areas, miles of glorious beaches,
quaint harbor towns,This superbly organized guide to the 1600-mile shoreline of Lake Michigan describes 182 historical
sites and points of interest. Generously illustrated, it includesAround the Shores of Lake Superior: A Guide to Historic
Sites [Margaret Beattie the Lake Superior shoreline clockwise through Minnesota, Ontario, Michigan,Around the
Shores of Lake Michigan: Guide to Historic Sites [Margaret B. Bogue] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This
superbly organized
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